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JIM CURRAN

KZ - 50 Years On

A NNIVERSARIES - dontcha just love'em? After the 50th anniversary
of the first ascent of Annapurna in 2000 and Everest in 2003, the

other 8000-metre peaks are queuing up to be celebrated. K2,
Kangchenjunga, Lhotse, Makalu ... For those venerable (and surviving)
first ascensionists, all now in their seventies and eighties, the excesses of
pomp and ceremony must surely pose objective dangers comparable with
their original adventures. Will anyone be able to claim a geriatric equivalent
of Messner's feat by attending all 14 celebrations? How many will fail
(happily I hope) in the attempt?

You might gather, on reading the above, that I view these events with a
mildly jaundiced eye, and you would be right. But amongst all the hype
and ballyhoo let us look back again at what for so many is still the 'Mountain
of Mountains'.

Just over a year after Hillary and Tenzing stood on the top of Everest,
two weary, hypoxic Italians, Lino Lacedelli and Achille Compagnoni,
weighed down by empty oxygen sets, took their final tottering steps onto
the summit of the second highest mountain in the world. On 31 July 1954,
K2, often labelled unclimbable, had fallen. But not without cost. It had
already claimed six lives since Fritz Wiessner's ill-fated expedition in 1939
with the loss of Dudley Wolfe and three heroic Sherpas who tried to rescue
him. Art Gilkey had died in 1953 and the Italian expedition suffered the
death of Mario Puchoz before their eventual success.

In the ensuing 50 years the mountain would witness a distressingly high
number of deaths (53) and a surprisingly low number of ascents (194). Even
allowing for fewer expeditions and the closure of the Karakoram for much
of the sixties and early seventies, it is a reflection of the relative difficulty of
the two highest mountains. Even more telling is the list of world-renowned
mountaineers who have failed on K2: Houston, Wiessner, Scott, Bonatti,
Bonington, Boardman, Tasker, Kurtyka and Casarotto come instantly to
mind. There are many more who returned unsuccessful from the mountain
and whose lives have been scarred by the experience. Several K2 expeditions
have ended in acrimony - even in courts of law. With the possible exception
of Nanga Parbat, K2's history of drama and disaster is only exceeded by
that of the North Face of the Eiger. Interestingly, since the 1986 tragedies,
K2 has joined that short list of mountain names that in some strange way
have imprinted themselves on the subconscious mind of the media. Along
with Everest, the Matterhorn and the Eiger, K2 is often used to epitomise
difficulty and danger. The reasons are complex.
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Jim Curran Storm over K2

I remember Al Rouse explaining to me, with complete conviction, that
K2 was a much safer proposition than Everest or Kangchenjunga, with no
great icefall to guard the approach and no avalanche-prone slopes like those
below the North Col. And, compared to Kangchenjunga, with its complex
topography and heavy snowfall, K2, though technically far harder, is a
relatively simple mountain. AI was capable of persuading himself and most
audiences that black was white but what he didn't take into account was
what I was about to call K2's 'unpredictable' weather. In fact it is all too
predictable. Long settled spells are very rare. Sudden storms are common.
Like the Eiger, K2 seems to generate its own weather. I remember many
days in 1986 looking south from Base Camp at clearing sunny skies while
the mountain above us was shrouded in storm clouds. Fine weather periods
are often long enough to lure climbers high on the mountains but not long
enough to see them safely down. Sadly Al himself, Julie Tullis, Alfred
Imitzer, Hannes Wieser and Mrufka Wolf all perished in precisely those
circumstances.

On top of the objective dangers, K2 does seem to provoke a dangerous
mind-set in many of its challengers that can lead to serious errors of
judgement. Whether from north or south, K2 has remote and arduous
approaches. There are no hospitable surroundings to provide relief, no rest
houses, no vegetation and no easy escape. And from the north, no helicopter
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rescue and a major river crossing as well. Consequently it is all too easy for
jaded climbers to decide that, given the time, hassle, expense and effort it
has taken to reach the mountain, they won't leave until they have succeeded,
and in any case they will never come back again. Certainly in 1986 many
of the climbers who died on the mountain had adopted that all-or-nothing
mentality.

Today there are eight distinct routes on K2 and several variations. There
is still scope for new routes but in practice only three are regularly attempted
- the Abruzzi Ridge, the so-called Basque Route (a variation on the Abruzzi)
and the North Ridge. Outstandingly, the east and west faces remain
unclimbed. Like Everest, K2 is bowing to commercial pressure. Many of
its present day suitors are on the 8000-metre 'Munro'-bagging circuit. For
them, attempting a hard new route would offer only a slim chance of success,
even if they were capable of it.

So in the last 50 years what have been the highlights on K2? What is
there to compare with the magnificent expeditions of 1938 and 1953 when
Charles Houston's failed attempts seem to embody all that is best and most
honourable in human behaviour? The short answer is, I think, not much.
What follows are personal and highly selective opinions.

The aforementioned first ascent was a bit of a let-down. Modelled on
the 1953 Everest expedition, it was a large, militaristic extravaganza led by
the autocratic Karakoram explorer Professor Ardito Desio. It is now re
membered not just for its ascent but also for the controversy surrounding
the desperate bivouac suffered by Waiter Bonatti and the porter Mahdi
high on the Shoulder of K2. The affair led to a libel case and feuding that
continues to the present day. (When Desio died in 200 I at the grand old
age of 102, not a single member of the expedition attended his funeral.)

The mountain didn't have a second ascent until 1970 when a Japanese
expedition employing 1500 porters proved that big is not beautiful. But the
third ascent in 1978 by an American team was of a different order. They
climbed the fiendishly long and difficult north-east ridge, though the route
diverted to the Shoulder below the summit pyramid. Like Desio's
expedition, the team had vitriolic rows but the eventual success by Wickwire,
Roskelley, Reichardt and Ridgeway was an outstanding effort. In 1979
Reinhold Messner and Michl Dacher made the fourth, and first genuine
alpine-style, ascent with no use of oxygen, though this was a repeat of the
Abruzzi Ridge.

Two years later Peter Boardman, Joe Tasker and Dick Renshaw nearly
succeeded on the Abruzzi but were beaten back twice above 8000m. On
the first occasion they were avalanched and their tent destroyed. The retreat
almost rivalled the epic in 1953 when the stricken Art Gilkey was swept
away after an heroic rescue attempt by his team-mates. Also in 1981 a
Japanese expedition succeeded on the west ridge. Eiho Otani and the Hunza
Nazir Sabir endured a grim bivouac before making a committing summit
bid. Then in 1982, following the Chinese decision to open the north side of
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K2, another Japanese expedition succeeded on the north ridge, possibly
the most compelling line on the mountain.

The appalling events of 1986 when 13 people died on K2 have inevitably
overshadowed the successes of that year. Wanda Rutkiewicz, Liliane
Barrard and Julie Tullis made the first three female ascents and two
outstanding new routes were completed. The so-called 'Magic Line' of the
SSW ridge is possibly the most technical route on K2, though curiously all
of it had been climbed before (the high point on previous attempts was
traversed into from the west ridge). The other route, the south face, was
probably the best effort yet seen on K2, a genuine alpine-style first ascent
on sight by the two Poles, Jerzy Kukuczka and Tadeusz Piotrowski. The
latter fell to his death on the descent. The summer ended with the worst
disaster on the mountain to date when the great storm struck. Only Kurt
Diemberger and Willi Bauer survived and their stories have been endlessly
told and analysed. However, two simple lessons should have been learned.
First, there is no safety in numbers. at high altitude, and second, that the
minimum possible time should be spent in the so-called 'death zone' at
and above 8000m. Sadly, as events showed on Everest in 1996 and on K2
itself a year earlier, climbers have, at best, short memories, and at worst are
prepared to take appalling risks to realise their ambitions.

Apart from the completion of the Basque Route, which climbs the spur
to the left of the Abruzzi, joining it at the Shoulder, and the superb ascent
of the NW ridge by Pierre Beghin and Christophe Profit, which in fact
traverses into China, there have been no new routes completed on K2 since
1986. Like the aforementioned SSW ridge, neither of these climbs actually
covered any new ground. Unlike Everest, a high proportion of expeditions
fail on K2 - after 1986 a remarkable 16 failed in succession. I can't help
thinking that commercial pressures and the need for success are more
significant these days. I am also aware that it is symptomatic of old age to
glorify the past and criticise the present, and in that I am not immune. But
who would have guessed 15 years ago that of the three current trends 
alpine-style new routes, speed ascents and commercial guided ascents - it
would be the last of these that has dominated?

What of the next 50 years? As I am unlikely to live to be 120, I will not
have to bear the embarrassment of being proved wrong so I will stick my
neck out. The optimist in me says that climbers will always try to improve
on their predecessors and the excesses or indulgences of one generation
will be rectified by the next. So in the not too distant future there will be
new routes on K2 including the Eiger-like west face direct, the dangerous
east face, always threatened by seracs, and the awe-inspiring black buttress
between the NW and W ridges. And a genuine traverse is on the cards - up
the North Ridge and down the Abruzzi is the most obvious.

The pessimist in me expects that numbers on the Abruzzi and Basque
routes will increase and there will inevitably be another disaster high on
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the mountain. Sporadic attempts will be made to clear up the mountain
but, as has already happened, most of the junk will soon be replaced.

Hopefully, K2 will never be humbled in the same way as Everest, which
for all its dangers and disasters is now almost reduced to a high-altitude via
ferrata. I sincerely hope that the giant pyramid at the head of the Godwin
Austin Glacier will continue to inspire future generations and that they
will look back at its chequered history, marvelling at the feats of the pioneers
and trying to better them. Then K2, 'the Mountain of Mountains', will
continue to live up to its name.
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